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Burning Slots 40™ 

Game description 

BF Games is never slowing down the heat! Burning Slots 40 is flaming straight into the 

action and turning up the juice to the ultimate level. Tickle your tastebuds with the third 

game joining the fan-favourite Burning Slots series with Lucky Horseshoe Scatters, Four-

Leaf Clover Wilds, Gold Pot Bonuses and Golden Four-Leaf Clover Expanding Wilds. 

 

Marketing description 

The third and latest slot to join the chart-topping Burning Slots series is bringing in all 

the juice! This time around, Burning Slots 40 is kindling its flames with a 5-reel, 4-row 

setup, with 40 impressive ways to keep the fire alive — that’s double its predecessor! 

 

Add a dash of extra spice to your gameplay with blazing hot slot features. Take a bite 

out of a delicious selection of fruity treats with the help of Lucky Horseshoe Scatters, 

that can appear on the first, third and fifth reels, forming a winning combination. Keep 

your eyes peeled for fiery Four-Leaf Clover Wilds on the second, third and fourth reels, 

as they substitute for all other symbols, except Scatter and Bonus symbols, giving you 

the chance to form extra scrumptious wins. Go for gold with Golden Four-Leaf Clover 

Expanding Wilds, which similar to our handy Wild Symbols, substitute for all other 

symbols on the reels besides Scatter and Bonus symbols but also ignite throughout the 

entire reel. Coming across three or more Pot Of Gold Bonus Symbols on the reels is 

certainly deemed as good fortune, as this results in a winning combination being 

formed.   
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With palatable graphics and top-notch features, Burning Slots 40 is the perfect nutrient-

filled slot to sink your teeth into! 

 

Game phrases 

• BF Games is never slowing down the heat!  

• Add extra spice to your gameplay with blazing hot slot features. 

• Burning Slots 40 is the perfect nutrient-filled slot to sink your teeth into!  

• Go for gold with Golden Four-Leaf Clover Expanding Wilds. 

• New and improved with double the paylines - that’s right, it’s the new Burning 

Slots 40! 

• Turn up the heat and slice up mouth-watering rewards on the new Burning Slots 

40 reels. 

• The third and latest slot to join the chart-topping Burning Slots series is bringing 

in all the juice! 

• Tickle your tastebuds with the third game joining the fan-favourite Burning Slots 

series. 


